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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

STABILITY
Before you work with a Builder, you have to ask them for tangible proof
that they are going to be around for a long time, are financially stable
and will not disappear if ever there are issues to be resolved. They
should be able to provide proof that they have completed builds, renovations
and alterations under the same company name to give you peace of
mind that they are not a suspicious company.

COMPANY DETAILS
WHAT TO LOOK FOR:

BUSINESS LICENCE
ACN (Australian Company No:)
ABN (Australian Business No:)

Why It's Important:

095 087 264
77 095 087 264

There are many builders who change their company name multiple
times to avoid customer complaints from the past. Ask your builder for
proof that they have been working under the same name for at least 5
years. Unless they are legitimately a new company, you can ask for a
10-year work history from the owner himself.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

BUILDERS LICENCE
Anyone with a hammer can call themselves a builder. You need to
make sure that your builder has all the licences required by law to work
on your building project. A builder can lose his licences due to faulty
workmanship, overcharging and other dishonest practices.
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ABOUT US:
JFKearns specialises in building high-end custom homes, providing
superior and quality workmanship while collaborating with you on your
new home build.
You will have luxury, elegance, and style combined with functionality
and liveability, all within your budget and designed to suit your daily
living wants and needs. Providing families and individuals quality new
homes with a rewarding building experience using our expertise is
something that we are very proud of.
With over 25 years experience in the building industry and a proven track
record for providing quality work with value for money and service to
clients, rest assured that we can provide you with all your building needs.
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We understand that if your project goes over time your lifestyle will be
put out and will also be paying more costs like rent. That’s why we offer
a Fixed Time Guarantee which means that your house will be complete
by the agreed date OR If we don’t deliver on time, we will pay your rent
for you until it is complete! By utilising the latest software and professional
trades, we can schedule our team efficiently to ensure a smooth and
effortless delivery of your new home. This will ensure you enjoy your new
home sooner.
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We understand that you don’t want to get to the end of your build and be
hit with huge additional costs that you may not have budgeted for. That’s
why we offer a Fixed Priced Guarantee. We sit down with you, decide
on your budget, and agree on a list of inclusions for your dream home.
Then we guarantee the price will not go above this figure. This gives you
certainty on the quality, the inclusions that you have selected, and for the
FIXED PRICE we agreed to.
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OUR GUARANTEES:
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GUARANTEE

QUALITY GUARANTEE
When you build your forever-home or an investment, quality of materials
and workmanship is one of the main concerns that our customers have.
That’s why we offer a Quality Guarantee with all of our projects. This
means that not only are you getting over 25 years’ experience of the
JFKearns Building services team, we also use a 3rd party and independent
certifier to ensure top end quality of the finished product for our clients.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

If your builder does not have proper insurance, he will be unable to cover
possible damages. This means you will have to pay for the damages or
injuries yourself. You need to know that your builder carries Public
Liability Insurance/Public Risk insurance and Workers' Compensation.
A sizeable builder should carry no less than $20,000,000 Public
Liability Insurance.

REPUTATION
The best way to know if your builder is reputable is by obtaining
testimonials of past clients or recommendations from people in the
building industry. You need to be diligent and ask your builder the
tough questions in order to protect yourself. One way is to ask for addresses of your builder's past projects. Insist that any builder you are
considering to engage, can produce industry memberships and references from past clients.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

MEMBERSHIP
A good builder ensures that he is up to date with the latest practices,
techniques and products used within the industry. They should also be
an active member of their home builders' association. A reputable
company should, at least have a membership in a trade association.
True professionals should care about their reputation, their community
and most importantly your job!
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

CUSTOMER REFERENCES
Ask your builder if you can have a list of their past and/or current clients
and if you can contact them. If your builder has nothing to hide, they will
be happy to provide you with a list.

We recently engaged director Jason Kearns and his team for major rectification/remedial work on our home in Kiama,
NSW. We also added some cosmetic enhancements to the project.
I worked very closely with Jason in the design and project management of the works. We found Jason and his team to
be professional, courteous, punctual, reliable and easy to work with. Jason effortlessly fitted our desired enhancements
into the scheduling of the other structural works to ensure a smooth and timely completion of each item on the scope of
works and of the entire project.
We were entirely satisfied with the standard of work and finishes and the level of care and consideration shown by
Jason and his team and would have no hesitation in using JF Kearns Building Services again for any future building
projects and highly recommending them to any prospective clients.
S.Bates & M. Tarabay, Kiama NSW

In 2009, we decided to build a new home in Kiama. We didn't want a standard type of home and our site was
arguably one of the most difficult in Kiama. It is a steep site with lots of rock, access issues and on a busy road. To top
it off, we had very unhappy neighbours.
We chose to build with Jason because he had a "can do" attitude and was budget-orientated. We found, during the
building process that Jason lived these values, he was always approachable, ready to discuss issues, offered alternative outcomes and always job focused.
Building a new home is a daunting task, and there are always unexpected issues that need to be dealt with almost
daily. We found Jason able to explain and guide us through these issues and in the end, we ended up with a home
that exceeds our expectations and came in on budget.
Thank you very much for our beautiful home Jason.
Darren Ritchie & Alexandra Thompson - Kiama

We chose Jason Kearns as our builder, based on his professional approach. This was evident when we first met and
maintained right throughout the renovation. Jason always demonstrated a high level of commitment to achieving excellent workmanship and ensured we were kept informed of what was involved in the various stages of the project. He
and his team were approachable, co-operative and respectful, all of which helped to ease the impact of our living on
site during the building work. We are extremely happy with the transformation of our house into a modern, airy and
light-filled home and would have no hesitation in recommending Jason as a builder who delivers more than a quality
outcome.
Lyn Wailes - Hardwood

PROFESSIONALISM
A true professional builder doesn't just produce good work. They know
that good quality service will not only show in the finished product but
with every action carried out during the course of the build. Your
builder should present himself in a professional way which includes
looking neat and clean, engages with you and his workers in a respectful
manner, and exhibits attention to detail in the day to day aspects of the
job.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

CUSTOM BUILDING SOLUTIONS
Every building project requires different sets of skills and expertise to
create. Everybody has a different budget allocation and preferences
for their project. Your builder should acknowledge and work with these
elements so they can provide the right solution for you.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

SYSTEMS, ORGANISATION AND TIMELINES
A professional builder will always use project timelines and have
systems in place in order for the job to progress in an organised way,
and ultimately be completed on time and on budget. Ask your builder
for this timeline and request regular updates so you can see what is
happening at any given time. There should be no surprises.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

UNDERSTANDING YOUR NEEDS THROUGH PROJECT QUESTIONS
All builders will ask you what you want to achieve with your project,
but not all builders make sure the work they'll be doing will harmonise
with other areas of your home. They may just do what they're paid to
do and that's it. Your builder should discuss and understand what it is
you want to achieve so they can maximise the effectiveness of your
project. This could also include joint consultation with an architect if
you haven't already engaged one.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

CLEAN SITE POLICY & QUALITY ASSURANCE
We know how frustrating it can be to work with a builder who just does
their job, leaves your property in a mess and comes back only if asked,
to fix any issues you have related to their work.
As we have mentioned, a professional builder will treat your property with
respect. They should ensure at project completion your property is clean
and no damages have incurred during the build and the work has been
checked against their quality checklist.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:

QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY CONTROL

QUALITY CONTROL

CONCRETING

PROJECT
UNIT NO.
SITE ADDRESS

ITEM

ACTION

1

HOUSE PROFILED AS PER SITE PLAN OR SURVEYOR'S PEGS

2

CHECK THAT HOUSE IS SQUARE

3

MARK OUT HOUSE ON PROFILES AS PER PLAN

4

MARK ALL TRENCHES ON GROUND AS PER ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS

5

DIG ALL BEAMS AND PIERS TO CORRECT DEPTH AND WIDTH

6

DO ALL PAD HEIGHTS USE CRUSHER DISK

7

IF PLUMBER NEEDS A TRENCH FOR HIS PIPES, DIG WITH MACHINE

8

PLACE ALL STEEL IN TRENCHES AS PER ENGINEER'S PLANS

9

LAY ALL PLASTIC OVER

10

HAVE ENGINEER'S INSPECTION BOOKED FOR FOOTINGS AND ENSURE THEY SIGN OFF THE INSPECTION FORM

11

POUR FOOTINGS AND CHECK IF BRICK BASE OR BOXING TO BE USED. IF BOXED PLACE TIMBER IN FOOTINGS TO TAKE BOXING AT 600MM CENTRES

12

LAY STEEL FOR SLAB AND TIE OFF WITH CHAIR

13

GET ENGINEER'S INSPECTION DONE AND HAVE THE FORM SIGNED

14

ORDER CONCRETE AND MAKE SURE PUMP IS IN ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING DAY

15

POUR CONCRETE, VIBRATING SCREED AND FINISH OFF TO BUILDER'S REQUIREMENTS

16

CLEAN UP JOB SITE AND ALL RUBBISH SHOULD GO IN BINS

COMPLETED
YES
NO

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

SAFE WORK PRACTICES
It is necessary for your builder to ensure that everyone in the project vicinity
is safe from harm. This includes the correct attire for all the workers, safety
gear if required, and using the correct method when carrying out specific
types of work. This also keeps you stress free knowing he has taken all
steps to ensure accidents will not happen.

WORKMANSHIP
A good builder will be confident with the projects he has completed
and should readily show you what he can produce. Confidence comes
from his years of training, experience and hard work. Style, individuality
and elegance are reflected in the skills of an excellent builder.
BEFORE AND AFTER

INTERNALS
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INDIVIDUALITY

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

JOBSITE PHOTOS
You can determine the skill level of your builder by viewing photos of his
completed projects which he will be keen to show you. If you think they
were built and finished beautifully can be assured that yours will come out
that way too.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP WARRANTY
Ask your builder how he handles his warranty work, how long it lasts,
materials, workmanship etc. If they know they do quality work, they won't
hesitate to provide you with a warranty.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
Why It's Important:

SUPERVISION
Builders should treat their client's like they are the only clients they have,
focusing on your project only. Your project should be attended by the
builder on a full-time basis. This will ensure that attention to detail is maintained
and the job will be completed on time and on budget. Superior customer
service is a must.
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STABILITY
PROCESS TO BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME

Step 1 Initial Meeting

Step 2 Estimate Provided
Here, we provide you with an estimation of
costs based on what we have discussed in
the initial meeting.

Step 6 Building Permits and Homeowner
Warranty Obtained
Once the contract has been signed, all you
need to do is sit back and plan where your
furniture will go, while we look after
everything for you. In this step, we will
obtain the building permit and homeowner
warranty for your protection.

Step 7 Building Commences

Step 3 Full Bill of Quantities Provided

Once all the council requirements and insurances
are organized, building proper commences and
your new home or renovation can begin to
take shape.

Step 4 BOQ/Fixed Price Contract and
Building Specifications Discussed

Step 8 Lock Up

Here, we meet with you to go through the fixed
price contract and the building specifications
to make sure everything you want is included
and fits your needs and budget.

Step 5 Contract Signed and
Deposit Arranged

This is where
home has been constructed
to a point where it is watertight and safe
from external influences. Once it reaches
this stage, the finish line is in sight.

Step 9 Handover
This is when the build is complete, and we
arrange the certifier to inspect your completed
home. He will then issue a certificate of
occupancy and you are handed the keys to
your new abode.
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OUR SERVICES
NEW HOMES

Nothing compares to the feeling of living in your dream home! We at JF Kearns, make sure you get
to experience that feeling, turning your dreams into reality.
JF Kearns specialises in building high end custom homes, providing superior and quality workmanship
while collaborating with you on your new home build. It is our goal to provide you with the quality in
every aspect of the build when it comes to building your new home.
We can bring you luxury, elegance and style combined with functionality and liveability, all within
your budget and designed to suit your daily living wants and needs. At JF Kearns, we are proud to
say that our expertise has allowed us to provide families and individuals with quality new homes with
a rewarding building experience for both you and us.
We take immense pride in all aspects of our building projects and believe that this translates into a
finished product that you will enjoy and be proud of for many years to come. Anyone can build a
house, but it takes pride in workmanship and passion to build something that is worthy of becoming
your dream property.

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

By engaging JF Kearns, you have a builder on your side who understands how building a home can be
quite stressful and intimidating, especially when you don’t really understand the ins and outs of building
construction. We take care of all aspects of engaging sub-contractors so you don't have to worry about
a thing.

TOTAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

At JF Kearns, we offer a complete design and construction service. We understand the difficulty of finding
suitable professionals to help you with all aspects of your project from initial design to completion of your
dream home. Our commitment to you is to provide a stress-free environment during the project which
includes a streamlined process so the experience is enjoyable and exciting as you watch your build progress.

LARGE EXTENSIONS

Do you want to upgrade your home and add more living space? JF Kearns has a solution to suit your
specific needs. Our care and attention to detail assures that your extension is exactly what you want and
will blend beautifully with your existing home. No half-finished, dirty jobs at JF Kearns.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q Are you saying that you are the only

A Many builders in the industry today

Q Can a builder just "fake" these standards?

A This is very unlikely. Be vigilant and find

Q What happens if I want changes?

A Changes and variations are inevitable

Q Are there any other things I should look

A Look for some of these tell-tale signs

company in the area that can uphold
reputable standards?

for/watch out for that aren't listed in the
pages of this guide?

cannot uphold these standards. There are
other builders who have the experience
and honesty that we have. We want you
to know these standards by using this
guide and to help you before hiring
anyone to undertake your project.
out as much information as you can on
your prospective builder.

and these can be discussed before
commencing the construction phase. If,
along the way, you want to add extras or
change aspects of your project which are
not in the original quote agreed upon,
your Builder can discuss what's involved
and how much the changes will cost so
you can budget for these accordingly.

below, of builders who are likely to let
you down:
•Never answers their phone or return calls.
•Doesn't show up on time or when expected nocourtesy call to reschedule or advise of a
delay.
•Tries to convince you a building permit is not
necessary and you won't get caught or face
prosecution.
•Cannot provide a builder’s licence.
•No references available or physical examples of
previous works completed.
•Prices that are unusually low compared to other
quotes you have received.
•Ability to start your project immediately - no backing.
•Unwillingness to offer any information unlessasked.
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Will you obtain all necessary permits and occupation
certificates?

4

Do you carry all insurances - Home Owners Warranty,
Public and Products Liability up to $20,000,000

5

Are you a member of a building association and stay
up-to-date with industry standard and new techniques?

6

Can I have a list of past clients and view past works?

7

Do you provide a workflow chart so I know what happens
when?

7

Do you have a proven system for managing projects from
start to finish that ensures timelines are kept?

7

Do you communicate with your clients on a regular basis?
Keep them up-to-date with their project?

8

Do you plan on maintaining a clean, dust-free, safe environment in non-renovated areas?

12

12

14

Do you offer written warranty on all workmanship?

Do you personally supervise jobs on a regular basis?

Do you do renovation and extension work?
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